
Crystal Practice users are always encouraged to be on the latest version of Crystal, to be sure that 

they are updated with most recent fixes and keep up with the most recent additions to the 

program. With the new incentive program rolling out at the end of the last year, it is now more 

important than ever. At this time our users will want to be on version 4.6.6 or newer. 

 

To get your QRDA3 file for you to upload to the QPP (Quality Payment Program) website, to 

attest for their Clinical Quality measures or to generate the diabetes measure report for the SNE-

PTN diabetes portal, please do the following: 

 

1. Update Crystal to 4.6.6 or later (For this step, CPM must enable this within our 

system and give you the go ahead to update) 

 

2. After you update, you will want to generate your CQM (Clinical Quality 

Measure) report for the dates you are wanting to attest for. 

-You will select Stage – MISC MIPS 

                    -Generate 

 

3. Once generated you will want to select the doctor you are attesting for in the provider 

drop down. 

 

4. You will select Run (WARNING: The report may take some time to generate 

depending on the time frame you are running the report for.) 

-Once generated, you will look over the results. 

-If you like what you see, you will select Save Results. 

-Be sure to add .xml to the end of the file name and save it to your computer in a file 

location that you can find. 

-This will be the file you will upload to the QPP website. 

 

***If you do NOT like the results, if you think your numbers are too low, you will want to 

highlight each CQM listed, and select Details to find out what is needed to meet that measure. 

You will then want to click on the Eligible Instances number that is given, to see all patients 

listed in BLACK for you to go back to their MedRec and edit. 
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